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Enjoy an easy-to-start,
straightforward PCI program that
increases merchant compliance.
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Ensuring your merchants meet PCI requirements can be a challenging and complex responsibility. SecurityMetrics PCI program guides your merchants through the PCI validation process,
helping you increase merchant satisfaction and freeing up your time. Your merchants benefit
from SecurityMetrics’ 20+ years of payment data security experience, PCI training, expert
advice and support, targeted emails, automatic reporting to the Payment Brands, and the
SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center.

EASILY MANAGE
MERCHANT SUCCESS
The Partner+ Portal makes it easy to track
each merchants’ PCI compliance. Using
the online portal you will be able to see
enrollment, create parameters to track
specific merchants, and view the success of
your program. You will also be able to create
specific reports, monitor merchant outreach
emails, and visualize campaign enrollments.

FastPass Preview

The Partner+ Portal includes SecurityMetrics
FastPass, which increases your scoping
accuracy by creating customized question
flows and auto-populating merchant PCI
questionnaires. You are also provided with
SecurityMetrics Touchpoints, a tool that
allows you to ask merchants for data points
outside of PCI.
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REDUCE MERCHANT ATTRITION
Give your merchants the simplified and
easy-to-navigate PCI experience they need
to remain stress-free and happy in your
program. SecurityMetrics experts with 20+
years of payment data security experience
will work alongside your merchants each
step of the way to eliminate guessing during
the SAQ process. Your merchants will also
be given the latest PCI education so they can
become confident in their efforts to protect
payment card information.

OFFER YOUR MERCHANTS
ADD-ON PRODUCTS
SecurityMetrics offers additional products that
can increase your revenue and add value to
your merchants, such as:
• SecurityMetrics Managed PCI to give
your merchants outbound support.
• SecurityMetrics Vision to scan for
internal vulnerabilities and provide log
management
• Security Awareness and PCI Security
Training available for a range of
businesses and employee roles
• Security Policy Templates and
Procedure Documents to help meet
security policy requirements
• SecurityMetrics Pulse to fill in the
security gaps for merchants with a
managed security team
• Antivirus Essentials to protect against
malware and receive 24/7 support
to manage and set up your antivirus
software.
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PCI PROGRAM PACKAGING
SecurityMetrics offers customization to your
merchant needs, to get started with your PCI
program, we offer the following:

Program Features
Online Portal
Merchant PCI SAQ
FastPass SAQ Pre-Population
Unlimited Quarterly ASV Scanning
Premium Service Warranty
24/7 Technical Support
Partner+ Portal
Email Communication Campaigns
Assigned Customer Success Managert
Proactive Outbound Phone Technical Support
Proactive Outbound Phone Enrollment
Anti Malware & Antivirus Software

PCI Program
Basic

PCI Program
Managed
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WHY CHOOSE
SECURITYMETRICS
IT and security are an ever-changing environment.
SecurityMetrics’ products and services are constantly
updated and improved to provide an in-depth look into
payment security based on recommendations from the
SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center.
The SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center is
focused on helping organizations assess their threats
and vulnerabilities, get actionable and prioritized
reports, and remediation. As the most experienced
vendor in the industry of 20 years, and through
award-winning support, we help secure all aspects of
payment data acceptance, transmission, and storage.
SecurityMetrics offers more services than a
traditional cybersecurity vendor. SecurityMetrics is
PCI certified in Qualified Security Assessor (QSA),
Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), Certified Forensic
Investigator (PFI), Qualified P2PE Application
Assessor (P2PE QSA), Qualified Payment Application
Assessor (PA-QSA), Qualified PIN Assessor (QPA),
and as a Managed Security provider with over 20
years of data security experience.
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ABOUT SECURITYMETRICS
We secure peace of mind for organizations that handle
sensitive data. We hold our tools, training, and support
to a higher, more thorough standard of performance and
service, so you never have a false sense of security.
We are a PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV),
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Certified Forensic
Investigator (PFI), and Managed Security provider with
over 20 years of data security experience. From local
shops to some of the world’s largest brands, we help
all businesses achieve data security through managed
services and compliance mandates (PCI, HIPAA, GDPR,
HITRUST). We have tested over 1 million systems for
data security and compliance.

Request a Quote

